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Hi all,

I want to give an update on the schedule for the Moodle 4.0 release. As per usual we will enter code freeze in early October, after which no new code will be accepted for the 4.0 release.

However, given the magnitude of the changes we will allow for a longer code freeze and QA cycle prior to release.

Please take note of the following planned schedule:

- **Code freeze**: 4 October 2021
- **QA cycle start**: 1 November 2021
- **Release**: 13 December 2021

With development currently underway this schedule is still subject to change. We aim to present a comprehensive overview of all the 4.0 changes in late September.
4.0 key projects

In progress

- Navigation - MDL-69588
- Course creation - MDL-70907
- LTI 1.3 provider - MDL-69542
- BBB integration - MDL-70658
- Report builder - MDL-70343
- MUA project: Atto accessibility - MDL-70036
- Question bank improvements - MDL-70329

Done

- Component library - MDL-61460
Latest updates

Integration exposed forum

Integration round 2021-08-05 - Vacation mood: on.
Victor Díez Falcón
Friday, 6 August 2021, 7:44 PM

Cold numbers:
- 17 Issues have been successfully integrated with 2 rejected and 94 in the queues. That's 89% success. Fun time for the integrators.

Notes:
- There are 87 Issues awaiting peer review. Help us reduce the queue!

Hot topics:
- MDL-78271 Dropbox: Token and Permission Updates
- MDL-76794 Report builder: Implement functionality for creating system reports
- MDL-71076 Convert configuration changes report to a system report
- MDL-71153 Convert task logs report to a system report
- MDL-71056 H5P does not use the correct language
- And much more in areas such as Assignment, Calendar, Privacy, automatic testing, etc.
Moodle LMS team

Recruiting

- Moodle developers - multiple roles available
- UX designer
- UX lead

and more...
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